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AMP Capital chief economist Shane Oliver says revenue disappointments and

slowing user growth at technology giants Facebook and Twitter is a warning

that the US tech sector could at some stage underperform - or even suffer a

serious correction.

“What those disappointments tell us is there is a limit to the take up of social

media,” he says. “At some point it will start to slow down.”

Oliver says the US reporting season for the June quarter was “pretty good”.

Some 83% of companies had exceeded expectations regarding profits and

more than 70% exceeded revenue expectations.

“Overall profit growth is running around 27% on a year ago,” Oliver says. “Even

if you exclude the impact of the US corporate tax cuts, profit growth is running

around 15%.”

But high-profile disappointments have focused attention on the technology

sector.

Oliver says the sector has performed well overall, but social media giants

Facebook and Twitter disappointed the market. Facebook’s shares crashed

almost 20%, wiping out $US120 billion of value – the biggest one-day drop in

US stock market history – after it missed revenue expectations and reported

slowing user growth.

Twitter shares also slumped 15% after its user growth came in lower than

market expectations.
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“Their growth in number of users seems to be slowing down,” Oliver says.

“That seems to be a bit of a concern.”

“To some degree that’s inevitable; at some point you reach saturation

regarding some of these social media sites. I guess the debate is always when

that’s going to occur and what impact that has on revenue growth.”

Oliver says the disappointments highlight that there is a risk of correction after

the tech sector’s strong gains. He says a pullback is unlikely to be as severe as

the tech crash, which began in 2000 and ended the tech bubble at the time.

“It will be nothing like what we saw at the height of the tech boom back in

2000 when the Nasdaq got to a PE of around 100 times; today we’re less than

30 times, so not nearly as overvalued as back then.”

“But obviously there is a bit of risk that at some point out there the tech sector

will lose its leadership of the US share market and go through a period of

underperformance, if not a bit of a decent correction.” 
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Important notes

While every care has been taken in the preparation of this article, AMP Capital Investors Limited (ABN 59 001

777 591, AFSL 232497) and AMP Capital Funds Management Limited (ABN 15 159 557 721, AFSL 426455) makes

no representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of any statement in it including, without

limitation, any forecasts. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This article has been

prepared for the purpose of providing general information, without taking account of any particular investor’s

objectives, financial situation or needs. An investor should, before making any investment decisions, consider

the appropriateness of the information in this article, and seek professional advice, having regard to the
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